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Today, year 13 students at Woodbridge High School received their very well-deserved A Level and Level 3 

vocational and technical (VTQ) results. The school is once again very pleased to report some excellent 

achievements by students this year. 

 

We are particularly proud of Zohaib Bhatti who achieved three A* grades and will be studying Mathematics 

and Computer Science at the University of Oxford. Zohaib said, “I'm just glad all the hard work has finally paid 

off, especially since we missed a lot because of covid. Here's to hoping everyone gets some good news today, 

and congratulations to those who do.” 

 

Louis Born will be off to study Economics at the University of Leeds after gaining one A* and three As.  

 

Another Woodbridge success story is Ela Chouhan. Ela will be studying Medicine at the University of 

Birmingham after gaining two A*s and two As in her A Levels. Ela said, “So relieved and very happy with my 

results in what seems to have been a hard marking year. Thank you to my teachers! I'm looking forward to 

starting medicine this year!”  

 

Claudia Cumberpatch achieved three A* grades in Business, History and Psychology and will be off to the 

University of Bristol to study History. 

 

In addition, Kilian Marzella achieved A*AA and will be studying Computer Science at Imperial College London 

from October.  

 

In Cambridge Technical vocational qualifications D*D*D* represents a Triple Starred Distinction. Ronnie 

Joslin and Jude Muir both secured this grade in their Level 3 Sport qualification and will be going to the 

University of Middlesex and the University of East London respectively to study Sports Science and Sports 

Coaching. 

 

At Woodbridge this year, 26% of all A Levels were graded A*-A and 55% were graded A*-B. These are very 

good results for the school and our students. At a national level, grades this year have fallen to be in line with 

the level last seen in 2019 before the pandemic.  

 

The results show that the school’s Sixth Form is providing excellent opportunities for students from the local 

area to excel in their chosen subjects, with one of the widest curriculum offers available locally. 

 

Steven Hogan, Headteacher at Woodbridge High School, said: “Woodbridge students have once again 

excelled themselves. They have been working hard for two years to achieve their well-deserved A Levels and 

VTQs. I am delighted that so many of them have achieved excellent grades that will enable them to go on to 

study their chosen courses at universities across the country, or to take up apprenticeships in range of 

companies. It has been lovely to see their smiling faces today as they opened their envelopes.” 

 

He continued: “Year 13 students collecting results today did not sit GCSE exams, and experienced huge 

disruption when they were in years 10 and 11. We have seen Woodbridge teachers and support staff do all 

they can in recent years to make up for this and help our young people achieve their very best. I am so 

grateful to all of the wonderful people working in schools.  

 

“Results days for me are never about percentages, but instead about celebrating the individual successes of 

each and every one of our students. I think what they have achieved is nothing short of amazing, and I am 

immensely proud of them. I wish them every success as they embark on the next stage of their lives.”  

 

 


